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ON MYCIELSKI IDEALS

MAREK BALCERZAK AND ANDRZEJ ROSLANOWSKI

(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass)

Abstract. We investigate relationships between Mycielski ideals in 2°' gen-

erated by different systems. For a fixed Mycielski ideal SOt we study proper-

ties of its compact members. For a perfect Polish space X and certain sets

A Ç X x 2W , the positions of {x € X : Ax £ 9JÎ} in the Borel and projective

hierarchies are established and other section properties are observed.

0. Introduction

The notation concerning descriptive set theory will be derived from [Mo]

and the set-theoretical notation will be standard. For example, for any finite

sequence 5 e 2<w, let [s] denote the clopen basic set in 2W generated by 5.

For A ç X x 2W and jc e X, let Ax = {c e 2W: (x, c) e A}. Similarly Ad

for d e 2W . A pointclass M is called closed under continuous substitution if,

for any perfect Polish spaces X, Y and a continuous function /: X —* Y, we

have f~[[E] e 31 [X) for all E e M(Y). We shall use the symbols 3Y , Vr ,

A6" defined as in [Mo, pp. 25-27 and 44].

Let K ç co be an infinite set for which co\K is infinite; such a K will be

called normal here. For A ç 2W, consider the game T(A, K) with perfect

information between two players, I and II. Player I chooses c{ € 2 = {0, 1} if

i e co\K and player II chooses ci if i e K . Player I wins if c = (c0, cx, ...) e

A and player II wins in the opposite case (cf. [My]). A strategy is a function

a : 2<w -* 2 . Let STR denote the set of all strategies. This set with the obvious

product topology is homeomorphic to the Cantor space 2W. For o, x e STR

and a normal K, we define o *K x = c e 2W as follows

( o(c\n)       if n$K

"     \ x(c\n)       if n e K   for n eco.

If we replace x(c\n) by d(n) (where d e 2W ) in the above formula, then o*Kd

will be defined. Similarly for d *K x. The functions described above by *K are

continuous.

A strategy a is called winning for player I if (Vr e STR)(ct *k x e A).

Similarly for player II. If one of the players has a winning strategy, the game
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Y (A , K) is called determined. Denote by VXX(K) the family of all sets A ç 2m

for which player II has a winning strategy in Y(A, K).

Assume that we have a fixed system {Ks}se2«a of normal sets such that

^■„n^-, =0 and Ks-Ql)Ks-x ç Ks for all se2<w (where s^i denotes the

respective extension of s). Let M — f](Vxx(Ks): s e 2<w}. This is a a-ideal

introduced by Mycielski in [My]. It fulfills natural invariance conditions. Sim-

ilar t7-ideals can be constructed if the players choose elements of an arbitrary

set X, not necessarily {0,1} (cf. [R]). Most of our results can be extended to

this case.

In the sequel, K will denote a normal set.

0.1. Lemma. There is a continuous function f: 2W —► 2W such that f~ [{d}]

$ VXX(K) for all de2w.

Proof. Let co\K = {zz0, zz, , ...} and put f(c) = (c   , cn , ... ) for c = (c0,

c,, ... ) e 2W . In each game Y(f~l[{d}], K) player I has a winning strategy,

thus we get the assertion.    □

0.2. Lemma (cf. [My], Theorem 9). If A $ VXX(K) and the game Y(A,K) is

determined, there exists a closed F ç A such that F £ ^¡(^O ■    D

1. Dependence on generating systems

It is remarked in [R] that the ideal M heavily depends on the system {Ks}.

In this section we continue these considerations.

Let us recall some definitions. The pair 0 , 5 of ideals in 3S(2W) is called

orthogonal if there are two sets A e 3 and B e $ such that A u B = 2W . We

say that a cr-ideal 3 is sharper than a a-ideal 5 if there are ez-ideals 3*, #*

such that both pairs 3, 3* and 5, £* are orthogonal and 3 Ç 5* n 5 (cf.

[Ba,]).
The following question is formulated in [Ba,]. Does there exist an infinite

sequence Q„} of translation-invariant symmetric rj-ideals with Borel bases,

such that 3n+1 is sharper than 3„ ?

We give an example of such a sequence of size cox .

1.1. Lemma. For each countable family {93?n: neco} of Mycielski ideals, there

exists a Mycielski ideal Wl which is orthogonal to every Wln.

Proof. Let {K"}s€2<,^ be the system generating VJln.

Claim. For each L ç to such that L n K" / 0 for all 5 and zz, there are

disjoint sets LQ , L, C L with the same property.

Observe that the sets L n K" are in fact infinite, so the claim is clear.

Claim. There exists a system {Kl}ie2 < co such that Kt n K" ■£ 0 for all s , t

and n .

This is a consequence of the previous claim.
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Let 971 be the ideal generated by the system {Kt}. Then 9JÍ is orthogonal

to all Mn 's (the set A = {c e 2W: (Vz e 2<w)(3i e Kt)(c(i) = 0)} belongs to

9JÍ, while its complement belongs to all ideals 9Jln ).   □

1.2. Lemma. For each countable family {Wln : n eco} of Mycielski ideals, there

exists a Mycielski ideal OT contained in the intersection of ÜJln 's.

Proof. Let {K"} 2<m ̂ e tne system generating ffln . Observe that there exists

a system {Kt}te2<a, such that (Vn)Çys)(3t)(Kt ç K"). Let OT be the ideal

generated by the system {Kr}. Then 9JÍ is included in all 9ft n 's.   G

1.3. Theorem. There exists a sequence {Wla : a < cox} of Mycielski ideals such

that a < ß that Wlß is sharper than Wla .

Proof. We use induction and the previous lemmas.    D

Now, we show another fact illustrating the dependence of Mycielski ideals on

generating systems. Mycielski in [My] proved that all ideals M are orthogonal

to the ideal K of meager sets in 2W . However, we have

1.4. Theorem. For each A e K, there exists a Mycielski ideal 9JÎ such that

AeDJl.

Proof. Let Gn be dense open subsets of 2W such that Gn+X ç Gn and

f]{Gn: neco}nA = 0.

Construct an increasing sequence {tn : n e co} ç co with the following property

(Vzz)(V5: tn - 2)(3s: tn+x\tn - 2)([s~s'] ç G„).

Let {Ks} be an arbitrary system. Put K's = IK'b+iV«: " e Ks) ■ Then iK)

generates the respective ideal   D

Remarks, (a) The above theorem shows that there is no Borel function /: 2W —►

2W such that f~l[{d}] £ OT for all Mycielski ideals SDÎ and for all d e 2W

(cf. Lemma 0.1).

(b) The analog of the theorem is false in the case of the Baire space of since

the intersection of all Mycielski ideals is then orthogonal to K(a)w) (cf. [R],

4.3).

1.5. Problems, (a) Each Mycielski ideal is orthogonal in fact to the intersection

of K with the ideal L of Lebesgue negligible sets in 2W (cf. [My]). Does, for

each AeE, there exist a Mycielski ideal 9JÎ such that A e M ?

(b) If we assume CH, any two Mycielski ideals OT, 9Jc/ are isomorphic (i.e.

there is a 1-1 function / from 2W onto 2W such that A e m = f[A] e ÜJí ) ;

cf. [Ba-,]. Is CH essential? Are any two ideals 9JÎ and 9Jî' Borel isomorphic?
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2. Compact sets from the ideal

In this section we shall study Mycielski ideals from the point of view of

compact sets. Many results in this direction for various ideals can be found in

[KLW].
Let X be a perfect Polish space. Let Ji(X) denote the space of all compact

subsets of X, equipped with the Vietoris topology generated by the subbase

consisting of the sets U(G) = {F e JT{X) : F c G}, V(G) = {F e 3f{X) : F n
G jí 0} where G denotes an open subset of I. It is well known that 3i(X)

can be metrized by the Hausdorff metric and forms a perfect Polish space which

is compact if X is compact (cf. [Ku]).

From now on, let K be a fixed normal set and Wl a fixed Mycielski ideal

generated by {Ks}.

2.1. Proposition.   Vn(K) [A5?(2W) is open in 5?(2W).

Proof. Let F e VXX(K) r\5?(2œ). Thus there is a strategy x winning for player

II in Y(F ,K). Let D = {d *K x: d e 2W}. Then D is closed. Put G = 2W\/).

Thus G is open and F e U(G) ç Vu(K)nJf(2C0).   o

Since 9JÎ contains the family of all finite sets (cf. [My]) forming a dense

subset of Jf(2M) (cf. [Ku]), we have

2.2. Corollary. Wln.T(2w) e Y[\(3?(2W)). Consequently Win Jf(2w) is resid-

ual in Jf(2w).   a

Note that similar properties for Lebesgue negligible sets and meager sets are

mentioned in [KLW]; see also [L] where the tr-porous sets are studied from

that standpoint. Following the notation of [KLW], remark that 9JÎ D Jf(2M)

is complete- Y[2, calibrated and noncontrolled. Moreover, any Borel set which

does not belong to 9JÍ contains continuum disjoint compact sets that do not

belong to 971. Finally, note that M contains "many" compact sets since every

perfect set includes a perfect set from 9JÎ (cf. [Ba2]).

2.3. Lemma. If A e ,ßf(2w)nVu(K) and x is a winning strategy for the second

player in the game Y(A, K), then there is an integer N > 0 such that, for each

ce2w with (Vzc <N,ke K)(c(k) = x(c\k)), we have c $ A .

Proof. Let A and x be as in our assumptions. Since A is closed, thus for

each d e 2W, there is N > 0 such that [d *k x\N] is disjoint from A. Let

N(d) be the first such N. Then the function d h-> N(d) is continuous. The

compactness of 2W implies that there is N0 such that (Vrf G 2w)(N(d) < NQ).

This NQ is good.    D

2.4. Lemma. For each A e Y\°2(X x 2W), the relation R(x , F) = F ç Ax is a

\\\ subset of X x Jf(2w).

Proof. It is enough to show that, for an open G ç X x 2W , the relation

Q(x, F) = F ç Gx is open in X x J^(2W). Indeed, if Q(x, F), then

since F is compact, one can find open sets G, ç X and G2 ç 2W such that

{x} x F ç C7, x G2 ç G. Then (x, F)eGxx U(G2) Ç Q.    D
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3. Section properties

For perfect Polish spaces X, Y and a family £ Ç 3B(Y), consider a mapping

<P5: 3>(X xY)^ 3°(X) given by the formula %{A) = {xeX:Ax <£ $} for

A e 3°(X x Y). The mapping í>5 is investigated in the literature for the

special case where 5 is a a-ideal. Two well-known ideals of meager sets and

of Lebesgue negligible sets (e.g. in Y = [0, 1] ), respectively, are regular in the

following sense: if 3 is the a-ideal considered, then, for a < cox , we have

%[I?a(X x Y)] = Y?a(X)  (consequently 03[BOREL(X x Y)] = BOREL(Z))

and <I>3[£¡(* x Y)] = E¡(X) • These results can found in [Ke], [V], [Bu]. The

equation <D0[BOREL(X x Y)] = BOREL(X) was applied in [Ma] and [MaSr]

to selection problems and in [G] to products of ideals. There are cr-ideals

which are not regular; Shortt in [Sh] gave examples of cr-ideals 3 satisfying

<I>3[Borel(X x Y)] — ¿~2X(X). Our purpose is to establish images under <POT of

certain Borel and projective pointclasses.

It is easy to prove that, for A , An ç X x 2W , we have

3.1. Lemma, (a) <t>m(A) = [J{<t>v     (A):se2<w},
U(KS)

(b) «MUK : « € co}) = [J{*m(AH): n e co}.   a

3.2. Proposition. Let 31 be a pointclass closed under continuous substitution.

Then the following inclusion holds

-.01 -.tú

(32 3?)(X) U (V2 ®)(X) C <¡>V¡¡IK)[&(X x 2")].

Proof. Let us consider the function f:2w-+2w from Lemma 0.1. Let g =

(id,f):Xx2w^Xx2w. Clearly, g is continuous. Now, if A e 31 {X x 2W),

the let A* = g~l[A]. Obviously, A* e 3¿(X x 2W). Note that <bv {K){A") =

32 A   and  ®v (w\K)(A ) = TA .   Moreover,   31 A*  = 32 A  and V2 A    =

VrA.    D

3.3. Proposition. Let 3? be a pointclass closed under continuous substitutions.
fCÜ ~.(jj

Then (32 3l)(X) ç <&m[3?(X x 2")] and (V2 3?)(X) ç (POT[AW^(X x 2a)].

Proof. Let Ae3l(X x2w). The set A* constructed in the previous proof for

the sets A and K,Q, has the property that 3 A = $>m(A*). Now, let A* be

the set A* constructed in the previous proof for the sets A and co\Ks. Put

A** = f]{A*: s e 2<w} e AC03?(X x 2W). Then x e \fr A implies (A**)x =

f}{(As)x:s e 2<w} = 2W, and x £ V2 A implies (A")x e VXX(KS) for all s.
-y<0

Hence <bm(A**) = V2 A .    a

3.4. Proposition.   4>OT[£?(* x 2W)] = J2°X(X).

Proof. For an open A ç X x 2W, the set ®m(A) is equal to the projection of

A onto X. If B ç X is open, then £ = <POT(5 x2w).   u
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3.5. Proposition.  «Vii(Jf)[n,(* x 2")] ç Y[»{X).

Proof. Let A ç X x 2W be closed and assume that x0 <£ Q>v ,K)(A). Then

Ar G K.(AT), so let x be a winning strategy for player II in the game YIA, K).

Let N be chosen for x by Lemma 2.3. Put D = {c e 2W: (Vzc < N, k e

K)(c(k) — x(c\k))}. Obviously, D is a clopen subset of 2W, disjoint from

A   . For each c e D, we can find open sets U ç X and V ç 2W such that
xo c c

x0 e Uc, c e Vc and (Uc x Fc) n /I = 0. The compactness of Z) implies

that there are cx, ... ,cn e D such that D C V = Vc u ■ ■ ■ U Vc . Let J7 =

U   n • • • n U   . Then {x0} x D ç U x V and (f7 x V) CxA = <2. Moreover,
I n

for each x e U , x is a winning strategy for player II in the game Y(Ax, K).

Hence U r\<bv {K)(A) = 0.   a

From Lemma 3.1(a) we get

3.6. Corollary.  <POT[lI°(* x 2W)] ç \£°2(X).    D

Remark. If .Y is a cr-compact space, then the corollary can be proved directly

in the following way. Let A e Y[X(X x 2W). Then

x e <POT(^) = (3K e 5?(2W))(K ç Ax A K £ art).

The relation K g AXAK i'M isa J¿ subset of Xx3?(2w). Since Xx5?(2w)

is o -compact, the projection of a £2 set is a £2 set-

3.7. Proposition.  ¿J(X) Ç ®m\5fx{X x 2")].

Proof. Let us assume that A = U"M„: w e w} where ^M 's are closed subsets of

X. Let Qe2w be the zero-sequence and B = (Xx{0})u[J{An x[0|zz]: n e co} .

Then B is a closed subset of X x 2W , and ®m(B) = A .   a

From Lemma 3.1(b) and the above propositions we get

3.8. Theorem.  </>m[Tfx(X x 2W)] = 9n[£»(X x 2W)] = E°(X).    D

3.9. Proposition.   <S>m[Tf2(X x 2W)] ç £[(*).

Proof. Let ^ G T\l(X x 2W). Note that

Ax £Wl = (3Fe 5f(2w))(F ç Ax A F £ m).

The relation F ç AXAF $ M is A3 by Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.2. Hence

the relation Ax £ M is of type £, .    D

3.10. Theorem.

(a) *KnWtn^x2ö')]=E!w.

(b) *w[rfi(^ x 2W)] = Oot[£°(X x 2W)] = Ej (X),
(c) qj(JT) g <*>V¡¡{K)[¿Z02(X x 2")] ç aJ(AT) ,

(d) n¡(*) U El{X) ç 0OT[n3(-Y x 2W)] g <DOT[BOREL(X x 2")] ç Al2(X).
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Proof. For (a), use Proposition 3.2 and a slight modification of Proposition 3.9.

For (b), use Propositions 3.3, 3.9 and Lemma 3.1. The first inclusion of (c) is

a consequence of Proposition 3.2. The second inclusion is a consequence of

Borel determinacy (cf.  [Mar]): for a Borel set A g X x 2W, we have Ax £

VXX(K) = (\/x)(3o)((x, o *K x) e A) = (3o)(\/x)((x, o *K x) e A). In the first

inclusion of (d) use (b) and Proposition 3.3, in the last use the proof of (c).   o

3.11.    Theorem.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

«*vn(*)[£¿(*x2w)]=n;+1(x)1

<M£:(*x2"] = rii+1(x),

2Zl+l(X)C^[Tin(Xx2")]çYln+2(X)

El+l(X)ç^K{K)uln(Xx2m)]çr[ln+2(X)..

Under Y[ln determinacy we can get Ei+i W on tne r^sht sides of(c) and (d).

Proof. Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 give that

nw=^„(JO
n+1

£(* x 2") n<l>

Ew £ *vn(K)
n+1

nix x 2w)

azi

nf, n(x x 2"
. n

and

For the remaining inclusions, note that if A e 2^n(Xx20)), then Ax £ VXX(K) =

Çyx)(3a)((x, o *K x) e A). The right-side formula presents a 11,,+1 subset of

X. Hence 9m(A) and 9y(¡r)(A) are nl+j • Similarly, if A e Y[\(X x 2W)

then the relations Ax £ 9rt and Ax ^ VXX(K) are of type FJ^+2. If we assume

n„ determinacy, these relations become of type E„+i by changing the places

of the quantifiers.    D

3.12. Problem. Establish <D,,(Jf)[BOREL(Arx2i0)] and Oot[BOREL(Xx2w)] .

Finally, let us observe that 9rt has not the Fubini property.

3.13. Proposition. There exists a set A e 112(2™ x 201) such that all vertical

sections Ac do not belong to 9rt, while all horizontal sections A constitute a

basis of 2rt.

Proof. Let n: 2<w -ko bea bijection, and let {L(: i e co} be a family of

disjoint infinite subsets of K,0, . For d G 2a, i e co and 5 G 2<w , put (d)¡(s) =

d(l'n{s))  where L,. = {l[, l\, ...}.   Let us define (c, d) e A = (Vs)(3j)(j e

Ks A (rf)«(i)(cl^) ¿ C(JÏÎ ■ Clearly> A e n^2™ x 2W) and the horizontal sections

A form a basis. Moreover, Ac 's do not belong to 9rt since player II has no

winning strategy in Y(AC, K,{, ).    D
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